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INDIAN RUPEE 1.00 INR

US DOLLAR 74.288088

EURO 87.133117

BRITISH POUND 96.644233

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR 52.344899

CANADIAN DOLLAR 55.747529

SINGAPORE DOLLAR 54.452540

SWISS FRANC 81.501169

MALAYSIAN RINGGIT 17.875285

JAPANESE YEN 0.713171

CHINESE YUAN 

RENMINBI
11.076331

COMMODITY PRICE

GOLD ₹4,996 /GRAM

SILVER ₹60.10 /GRAM

CRR 3.00%

SLR 18.00%

POLICY REPO RATE 4.00%

REVERSE REPO RATE 3.35%

MARGINAL STANDING FACILITY 

RATE
4.25%

BANK RATE 4.25%
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What a year this has been. No one could have anticipated

the events which unfolded after the Corona pandemic

started spreading across the world. At the same time I can

not be more proud of our students and Staff who became

more creative and innovative to push the teaching learning

process.

Finance department's FINKOSH is one such initiative.

Even while jumping from one Google Classroom to other,

our students have kept their energy high and have come

out with the issue of FINKOSH. I am sure this issue will

focus our attention back to critical role finance plays in

managing organization. It is really a matter of pride that

with achievements of our students and efforts of our

faculties that finance remains one of the most sought after

specialization at VESIM. I hope you enjoy reading this

issue.

DIRECTOR'S 

MESSAGE

DR. SATISH MODH

DIRECTOR, VESIM



Money is what makes the world go around! Those of us in Management

understand the crucial role that Finance plays, not only in the affairs of the

corporate but for economy in general. Every corporate and entrepreneurial

aspirant should understand the financial aspects of business. This is what

would lead to a successful career. I am sure FINKOSH is a genuine attempt

to reach out and spread the insights in this area. There could not have been a

better time than now, to start a Newsletter based exclusively on Finance. I

look forward to enriching myself through valuable articles and stories that

will be presented in this Newsletter by an expert team like this one.

I wish all the best for the success of this venture.

DR. SANDEEP BHARDWAJ

I/C DIRECTOR

VES BUSINESS SCHOOL
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DELISTING OF 
VEDANTA 

AN 
INTROSPECTION

Recently Vedanta applied for delisting process. The company provided a floor price of INR

87.25 and also provided the justification for the same. Bidding dates announced was 5th

October to 9th October. But problem started when LIC announced a fair price for

VEDANTA at INR320 per share and LIC is concerned also for the same as it has a stake of

6.37 per cent in the company. So question obviously appeared why there was so much of

differences between the fair price given by LIC and the floor price offered by Vedanta? So

the complication started in the market whether to participate in delisting or not. As we all

know how the listing process is carried out. It starts from an IPO through a book building

process and finally ends when the trading of the stock actually starts in the stock

exchanges. But in delisting the company become a private company and its trading ceased

to exist on the bourses further. It follows reverse book building process for the same. The

delisting can be done involuntarily when there is bankruptcy or merger or when the

company fails to meet its listing compliance with SEBI or Stock exchanges. But

voluntarily a company goes for delisting when it decides to go private or find benefits are

greater to remain in private compared to the cost of remaining in public. Mostly company

does not want to share its growth and dividends with their shareholders in general. Vedanta

went for delisting voluntarily and announced the same on May 12, 2020 and they got

required consent through postal ballot (93.3%). They had to bring back the promoter

shareholding to 90% to delist which is a strict prerequisite for the deal to success. Again

price discovery through the reverse book building process was also required.

PROF. PRADIP MITRA 



Again if one analyses the Profit and loss account and concentrate on the operating profit

margin one can see that it was consistently doing very well from the year 2017 to 2019

and suddenly made huge downfall which was due to impairment or writing of some

assets. It had also raised a fund of INR 23000 crore for delisting through 3 months Term

Loan and 3 year amortizing bonds. If we try to see the funds they had gathered it indicates

that probably they were getting ready to pay a price of INR125 per share for delisting.

They also had a plan to raise another INR 4400 croresfor funding the delisting and if we

add that value with INR 23000 crore we can estimate a share price of INR148 per share.

But problem was that probably LIC could not agree to the proposition as their buying cost

was near 220 to 250 and if they accepted the price they had to book a good amount of

loss. Finally the company could not procure the number of shares for delisting to succeed.

They could get 125 crore shares only whereas the requisite number was 134. So company

announced that their delisting got failed.

The major reasons were found out to be a huge difference between fair price and floor

price of the share and a hurried announcement by the company. They also could not

manage well the 45 days window opened for the process. Furtherthe lack of knowledge

and lots of confusions in the mind of retail shareholders set for less participation also.

Overall though the company tried to make it a success but some institutions probably

pulled back from this process making the delisting a failure finally.



NEGATIVE 
INTEREST RATES

Negative interest rate is an unusual tool of a central bank’s monetary policy. This is

adopted in recessionary state of the economy when the central bank had already brought

down the policy key interest rate or the discount rate to zero & the economy does not

still revive. Consequently the interest rate are forced below the zero level by the

monetary policy & market forces. Nominal target interest rates are set with a negative

value, which is below the theoretical lower bound of zero percent.

With negative interest rates, banks charge you interest to keep cash with them, rather

than paying you interest as a disincentive for holding on to money. On the other hand,

the negative interest rate is meant to be an incentive for banks to make loans during a

period in which they would rather hang on to funds. Theoretically, this dynamic trickles

down to consumers and businesses, but commercial banks have been reluctant to pass

negative rates onto their customers. While real interest rates can be effectively negative

if inflation exceeds the nominal interest rate, the nominal interest rate is, theoretically,

bounded by zero. Negative interest rates are as a resultof a desperate and critical effort

to boost economic growth through financial means. The zero-bound refers to the lowest

level that interest rate1s can fall to; some forms of logic would dictate that zero would

be that lowest level. However, there are instances where negative rates have been

implemented during normal times.

PROF. K.V.RAMAKRASHANAN



Negative interest rates may occur during deflationary periods. During these times, people

and businesses hold too much money (instead of spending money). This can result in a

sharp decline in demand, and send prices even lower. Often, a loose monetary policy is

used to deal with this type of situation. However, when there are strong signs of deflation

factoring into the equation, simply cutting the central bank's interest rate to zero may not

be sufficient enough to stimulate growth in both credit and lending.In a negative interest

rate environment, an entire economic zone is impacted because the nominal interest rate

dips below zero; banks and other firms have to pay to store their funds at the central bank,

rather than earn interest income. In a negative interest rate environment, the nominal

interest rate drops below zero percent for a specific economic zone.

This effectively means that banks and other financial firms have to pay to keep their excess

reserves stored at the central bank, rather than receiving positive interest income.

During deflationary periods, people and businesses tend to hoard money, instead of

spending money and investing. The result is a collapse in aggregate demand which leads to

prices falling even further, a slowdown or halt in real production and output, and an

increase unemployment.

Loose or expansionary monetary policy is usually employed to deal with such

economic stagnation. However, if deflationary forces are strong enough, simply cutting the

central bank's interest rate to zero may not be sufficient to stimulate borrowing

and lending. In recent years, central banks in Europe, Scandinavia, and Japan have

implemented a negative interest rate policy on excess bank reserves in the financial

system. This unorthodox monetary policy tool is designed to spur economic through

spending and investment; depositors would be incentivized to spend cash rather than store

it at the bank and incur a guaranteed loss. It's still not clear if this policy has been effective

in achieving this goal in those countries, and in the way it was intended. It's also unclear

whether or not negative rates have successfully spread beyond excess cash reserves in the

banking system to other parts of the economy.



INDIAN 
ECONOMY POST 

COVID 19-
OPPORTUNITY 
AMID THREAT

Indian Economy has suffered substantial economic damage and it is still continuing to do

so as a result of COVID-19. It is calculated that there was a loss to the magnitude of

overRs32,000 crore per day during first 21 days of lock down in the country. The

lockdown has negatively affected sectors like banks, hotels and restaurants and also

entertainment. As per the official Government, the Indian economy contracted by 23.9% in

the April-June quarter of this financial year. While the impact on overall economy is very

negative, there are various sectors which have attempted to convert this slowdown into

opportunity and are all set to see tremendous growth through innovation in their existing

business models.

Digital and Internet: During COVID-19 most people had no choice but to use digital

medium for work, education etc. School, Colleges were forced to start online education

and assessment. This is one sector which has seen a tremendous boom during COVID 19

and will continue to see so post COVID also. Online platform for entertainment has also

taken a hit and this habit is likely to continue further also.

Speciality Chemical Sector: COVID 19 increased the demand for various kinds of

speciality chemicals like sanitizers, disinfectants and also personal hygiene products. Even

companies manufacturing raw material for these speciality chemicals stands benefitted.

Fruit and vegetable wash have also become very popular.

PROF. SUSHAMA VERMA 



Health Care: This is another sector all set to boom in post COVID19 era. During

COVID-19 and lock down, all non-emergency treatments has been postponed. Demand

for Oximeters, Masks, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) kits had increased

tremendously. Post COVID, this sector is expected to see tremendous investments.

Health Food Sector: This is another sector, going to see tremendous boom Post COVID

19 considering the health consciousness people have developed. Demand for Immunity

building products and immunity building health drinks has gone up and will continue to

increase further.

IT sector: Another sector likely to see boom post COVID 19 would be IT provided they

restructure themselves competitively to capitalize on digital opportunity. Also, COVID 19

provides an opportunity to this sector to reduce its dependence on United States and

European Market.

What needs to be understood is though above-mentioned sectors are surely going to shine

bright but growth will certainly not be restricted to these sectors only and it would be

interesting to see how transformation takes place post COVID 19.
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POWER OF 
COMPOUNDING 

AND SAVING

Investing isn’t just about how much money you have to invest. It’s also about how

much time you have to invest it. That’s because of the power of compound growth. A

simple definition: Compound interest makes your money grow faster because interest is

calculated on the accumulated interest over time as well as on your original principal.

Compounding can create a snowball effect, as the original investments plus the income

earned from those investments grow together. Benefits of Investing/Saving Early: When it

comes to financial planning, it’s never too early to start saving. The early bird gets the

worm is an idiom particularly worth adhering to. If you begin by investing early in your

working life, you will be able to have the necessary funds to achieve financial

independence when you no longer enjoy the benefits of a salary. The fact of the matter is

that the earlier you begin your financial planning journey, the better it is for your future

especially if you fancy a big house, an extravagant car, and the works.

It is a proven fact that even the smallest investment can have a telling impact on your

financial status. Therefore, by prioritizing wealth management and by staying invested,

you have put in the foundations that you need to meet your long-term financial goals.

Although saving or investing may not be your top priority in your 20s, it will ultimately

allow you to live the life you dream of. As all good habits are to be learned early in life,

making savings a habit as a youngster could go a long way in shaping your financial

future.

PROF. HARDEEP MUNDRA  



What Is Compound Interest?

We’ve all heard the argument for saving early so as to let the power of compound interest

do the heavy lifting for us. In fact, master physician Albert Einstein famously had this to

say about the magic of compounding interest, &quot; Compound interest is the eighth

wonder of the world. He who understands it earns it…he who doesn’t…pays it.

Compound interest can be defined as the interest calculated on the initial principal and also

on the accumulated interest of previous periods. To put it simply, compound interest

essentially means that you are earning interest on your interest which can help your wealth

to rapidly snowball into a fortune. The idea of compounding returns has also been widely

touted as making your money to work for you.How Can You Make Compounding Interest

Work for You!

Let’s illustrate this with the help of an example.

25-year old Ajay invests Rs.15,000 annually over 30 years in an investment fund with an

average growth of 10 percent. When he retires, at the age of 55, his investment would have

grown to Rs. 4.93Crore.

Similarly, Vijay enjoyed for 10 years and started investing at age 35, who invests Rs.

15,000 annually over 20 years into an investment fund. At age 65, Shilpa who has invested

three times as much as Rajesh will have only Rs. 2.88 Crore at the time of his retirement .

Ajay and Vijay both invested the same amount a similar interest rate but Ajay ended up

having a larger corpus. This was because he started 10 years early and the power of

compounding worked for a longer time in his favor which meant that he had Rs. 2.05

Crore more than vijay to spend during his retirement. In this example, Ajay, who began

investing early and gave his money time to earn compound interest ended up getting

significantly higher returns. Today, with age on the side of most youngsters, you can avoid

the same mistake that Vijay made of waiting too long to start contributing towards a well-

crafted investment plan.



IMPACT OF 
COVID-19 ON 

MSME SECTOR 
IN INDIA

India’s Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) base is the biggest in the world

after China. It provides wide range of services and engaged in the manufacturing of more

than 6000 products. It ranges from traditional to high tech items. MSMEs contributes

nearly 30% of the India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). MSME also have major

contribution in Export and employment generation. They are the integral part of the supply

chain in exports and contribute 40% of the total exports. MSMEs provides overall 31%

employment out of total employment. It contributes around 6.11% from the manufacturing

GDP and around 24.63% from services activities.

The untamed COVID-19 pandemic is making unusual turbulences in financial exercises

across nations, and India is not spared. The pandemic has seriously impacted and keeps on

disturbing Global Value Chains, domestic production network, trade, services and MSMEs

subsequently influenced in general development/welfare. As per International monetary

fund (IMF) 2020 due to pandemic the global economy is suddenly contracted by 4.5 %

which was worse than 2008-09 financial crises.

The Pandemic has affected small organisations from domestic demand/supply. The

unexpected breakdown of exchange additionally influences MSME part. India’s top exports

including labour intensive products are basically provided by MSME area. Additionally, the

lockdown influenced the imports of crude materials/intermediates which influence the

flexibly chain of MSME division.

PROF. PALLAVI VARTAK  



If the circumstance deteriorates and drags out for a couple of months, numerous little and

small firms may stop to exist as it would be hard for them to endure and maintain their

men and machines

The Government of India has announced 6 COVID relief measure to make “MSMEs

Atmanirbhar”. MSMEs across sectors and industries have been clamouring for a financial

package from the government ever since the lockdown came into force on March 25.

Roughly 10 per cent of the Indian GDP – announced measures to boost liquidity in

MSMEs, help them take benefit of the government schemes, enable them to compete with

foreign companies, and strengthen their network. these are few measures taken by

Government of India like Credit and Finance for MSMEs, Rs. 3 lakh crores collateral free

loan, Rs. 20000 crores subordinate debt, Rs. 50000 crores equity infusion.

Most of the firms are affected due to closing down of production/services, truncated

world-wide demand, delay in supply chain/shipment etc. Therefor this firms are required

help in the interest free working capital to cover their variable and fixed cost to sustain in

this tough time. It is time to increase the demand of MSMEs product. Aside from credit

and other financial incentives there is a special necessity to help the small firms to sustain.

The economic effect of COVID-19 pandemic is huge and it would need an enormous

effort on the part of government, industry and all stakeholders to recover the Indian

economy as soon as possible.
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RESTRUCTURING 
CORPORATE 
LOANS – K.V. 

KAMATH
COMMITTEE

In the wake of the disastrous impact of the Covid 19 pandemic on the survival

capabilities of individuals &amp; corporates, the Reserve Bank of India implemented a

moratorium scheme till May 31,2020. The objective of this scheme was to provide

financial relief to individuals to enable them to fulfil their indispensable requirements

and for companies to help them stay afloat with the bare minimum capacity to atleast

give remuneration to their employees and finance their fixed direct costs. After

considering the enormity of this challenge over a longer period, the central bank further

extended the moratorium till 31st August 2020. However, this action started a snowball

effect which threatened to adversely impact the cash flows of stakeholders, especially

the already stressed banks &amp; financial institutions, in varying magnitudes. In light

of the comparising out of the moratorium scheme and litigations emanating from

affected parties, the RBI set up a committee headed by K.V. Kamath on restructuring of

loans impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.

On September 4th 2020, the K.V. Kamath committee released recommendations to the

RBI, thereby formulating a resolution framework (RF) only for borrowers having stress

on account of Covid-19. The RF detailed on all aspects such as invocation date for the

RF not later than December 31st, 2020 and implementation timeline post invocation;

Inter Creditor Agreement provisions and guidelines; maximum extension of residual

tenor,equity valuation method and post implementation performance evaluation

parameters.

PROF. DISHA SHAH 



The committee has followed RBI’s August 6th, 2020 circular norms for Resolution Plan’s

implementation; including execution of ICA, ICE, Forensic Audit, validation of working

capital irregularity to name a few. The committee will scrutinise restructuring of loans

above Rs1500 crore. For the first time a committee has focused and defined 5 financial

parameters

1. Total Outside Liability / Adjusted Tangible Net Worth (TOL / Adjusted TNW)

2. Total Debt / EBIDTA

3. Current Ratio

4. Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR)

5. Average Debt Service Coverage Ratio (ADSCR)

Each ratio focuses on understanding the financial standing of the company pre- covid;

during covid and its capability to bounce back post implementation of RP. The RP may be

prepared based on the pre-Covid-19 operating and financial performance of the borrower

and impact of Covid-19 on its operating and financial performance during the covid period,

to assess the cash-flows for immediate two years and subsequent periods. The committee

has understood that during these testing times, each sector is impacted differently and a

hockey stick approach will not help the banks and economy to emerge from the effects of

the global pandemic. Twenty-six sectors have been identified including Logistics, Textiles,

Power, Aviation, Real Estate, Gems and Jewellery and Sugar. All these 26 sectors have to

achieve their defined threshold for TOL/Adjusted TNW and Debt/ EBIDTA ratios by FY23

and the remaining three ratios threshold should be achieved by the FY22. For sectors that

have not been defined by the committee, the lenders can make their own internal

assessments for the solvency ratios i.e. TOL/Adj TNW and Total Debt/EBIDTA. As might

be expected from a committee headed by a person of the stature of – Mr. K.V. Kamath, one

must laud the efforts of the committee for completing an unenviable task by way of setting

target ratios purely from a financial standpoint without clouding the efforts with emotional

involvement.



P/E RATIO A 
USEFUL TOOL 

TO VALUE A 
STOCK BUT 
NOT A BEST 

TOOL

There are various ways to value a stock and no method is more superior to the other

methods. Valuing a stock is a complex method but by understanding the basics of stocks

capitalisations becomes easy. A trader can use both fundamental and technical analysis to

select the best trade with a probability of its going up and mitigating the risk.

Valuation is a financial process of determining company’s worth and ratios serve as useful

tools for evaluating investment potential for an investor.

The major ratios used for valuation are:

1. Price-to-earnings (P/E Ratio)

2. Price-to-book value (P/B ratio)

3. Price-to-sales (P/S Ratio)

4. Price-to-cash flow (P/CF Ratio)

5. Dividend Yield

6. Price/earning –to –growth (PEG Ratio)

PROF. MEENA SHARMA 



The major problem with P/E Ratio is it overlooks assets and liabilities, which have

material impact on valuation of a stock. That means the price-to-earnings ratio is useful,

but only to a point and it is believed that P/E Ratio is not a perfect measure to value a

stock.

Suppose a small and growing firm may have a very high P/E ratio because it may earn

little but has a high stock price. If the company can maintain a strong growth rate and

rapidly increases its earnings, a stock that looks expensive on a P/E basis can quickly

seem like a bargain. Conversely, a company may have a low P/E ratio because its stock

has been slammed in anticipation of poor future earnings. Thus, what looks like a

“cheap’ stock may be cheap because most people have decided that it’s a bad

investment. This is also called “Value Trap”.

If we take the current scenario of Covid-19, the earnings of many companies have come

down sharply but their P/E ratio remains high. The reason is market is always forward

looking whereas pricing is in future earnings until and unless it is corrected as per the

market situation it will show high ratio and relying totally on this ratio may not lead to

right decision for an investor in the current scenario. So, it becomes important to select

other ratios and value the stock before making any investments. Stock valuations are not

static, but dynamic. Depending on broader factors, such as market sentiment and

sectoral preferences, they keep changing with time.

Unfortunately, there is no single tool for all industries and stocks. One ratio cannot be

applied blindly to value stocks across sectors. As with so many things in financial

markets, it is difficult to apply a thumb rule. A high growth, low capital-intensive

company must be valued on P/E, whereas the P/BV or the replacement value is

considered a more appropriate tool to value capital-intensive businesses. Picking a right

stock is much like evaluating any business or company you might consider for buying.

After all, when you buy a stock, you are purchasing a stake in the business.
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Whenever we think of finance, we start 
thinking of numbers. I am weak in 

mathematics so I shall not go for that, 
something like that. While number- crunching 
is the core of finance but it is not limited to it. 
Now-days, an MBA Finance is most preferred 

choice amongst aspirants across the world.
It offers amazing, winning potential and 

compensating profession alternatives in an 
assortment of ventures. The space has seen 
huge development in spite of the financial 
plunge, so it's protected to state that it is 

somewhat more secure than different ones.

Why finance ????

If the Finance Industry looks

amazing to you and terms like

Investing, Stock Market, Mutual

Funds, Securities ignites a spark

in you, then a career in finance

is worth doing.

Finance is very diverse in terms

of career opportunities for

everyone who has the right

attitude and skill sets for a

particular job role. It is

necessary to sort your Career

choice and choose courses to

develop the skills for a particular

Industry or Job role. Let’s have a

look on opportunities in finance

that one can go for.

Banking 

Investment 
banking 

Portfolio 
manageme

nt 

Stock 
broking 

Risk 
manageme

nt 

Corporate 
finance 

Equity 
research

Top Career options in India as well as abroad:

By,
Ravi Pandey - PGDM

23



What is commodity trading?

Commodity trading covers the buying and selling of a large range of instruments including

oil and gas, metals such as gold and silver and soft commodities like cocoa, coffee, wheat

and sugar. Commodity trading is as old as the financial markets, and perhaps even older

than that. The first example of an organised exchange for trading commodities dates back

to Amsterdam in 1530. These days there are a whole host of markets available to trade with

just a few clicks of a mouse or taps on your mobile device, but some commodities remain

as popular as ever. Find out more about

commodity trading here.

How to trade commodities????

1.Choose your market – Choose the commodity, such as Crude Oil Brent, Gold or

Natural Gas, that you want to spread bet or trade CFDs on.

2.Decide to buy or sell – Buy (go long) if you think prices will rise, or sell (go short) if

you think prices will go down.

3.Enter a trade size – Decide on the amount per point movement (spread betting) or how

many units (CFDs) you want to trade. When trading CFDs the value of one unit can vary

depending on the instrument you’ve chosen to trade.

4.Manage your risk – Select from a range of stop-loss orders including guaranteed stop-

loss orders (GSLOs). GSLOs work exactly the same as regular stop-loss orders, except that

for a premium, they guarantee to close you out of a trade at the price you specify regardless

of market volatility or gapping. The premium is refunded in full if the GSLO is not

triggered.

5.Monitor your position – After placing your trade, monitor your open positions

(including any stop orders or take profit orders) to follow your real-time profit or loss.

Please remember that losses can exceed your deposits.

6.Close your position – If your trade is not automatically closed out as a result of a stop or

take profit order being triggered, close your trade when you are ready.



Types of commodity trading

There are a range of commodities you can trade, including agricultural commodities

such as corn, soybean and wheat. It's the energy markets, in the form of oil and gas

trading, and metal markets (like gold and silver), however, that tend to be more popular

with traders these days.

We offer prices on over 100 commodity instruments on our Next Generation trading

platform, including Crude Oil (Brent and West Texas), Gold, Silver, Copper, Natural

Gas and Coffee (Arabica and Robusta). This includes both spot prices and prices

for forward contracts.

The commodity markets are traded in a similar way to other types of financial markets,

but there are some points to be aware of in order to avoid any shocks or surprises when

dipping your toe into commodities trading. In this article, we focus on two of the more

actively traded commodities: oil and gold.

KAJAL GAIKWAD  

MMS  |  2ND YEAR  |  ROLL NO. 13



CURRENT MONETARY POLICY

“Financial stability is the top-most priority of the RBI in this crisis

RBI's monetary policy has emerged as a critical policy tool for achieving overall

macroeconomic management, price stability, and growth. The conduct of monetary

policy has evolved over time on the front of the policy framework and operating

procedure.

In view of the Covid-19 pandemic , The Reserve Bank of Indian (RBI) kept the

benchmark repo rate unchanged at 4 per cent, already at the lowest since 2000, and

reverse repo rate at 3.35 per cent and the central bank also decided to allow lenders to

provide a restructuring facility on some loans. Repo Rate is the rate at which

the RBI lends to commercial banks, and reverse repo is the rate at which it borrows

from them. The decisions were announced after the 24th bimonthly meeting of the

RBI's six-member Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), headed by

Governor Shaktikanta Das. The RBI had last revised its policy rate in an off-policy

cycle, to perk up demand by cutting interest rate to a historic low. On the economic

growth front, the India's real gross domestic product would contract in the first half of

FY21 as well as full financial year.z

Among other key measures announced by the RBI, additional special liquidity facility

of Rs. 5,000 crores each will be provided to the National Bank for Agriculture and

Rural Development (NABARD) and the National Housing Bank (NHB). The RBI also

amended priority-sector lending guidelines to remove regional disparity -- a higher

weight would be accorded to districts with lower credit flows. The start-up sector has

been included as a priority sector and the cap on credit to the renewable energy sector

has been raised. And, to ease some stress on households in the wake up of the

coronavirus pandemic, the cap on loans against gold has been enhanced from 75 per

cent to 90 per cent of the value.

DIVYA PATHAK  | PGDM 2020-22 | C



INDIAN ECONOMY GROWTH & ECONOMIC 

OUTLOOK

The economy is projected to shrink markedly in FY 2020 (April 2020–March

2021) as Covid-19 containment measures hamper domestic activity and external

demand. Moreover, a prolongation of lockdown measures and lack of further

fiscal stimulus pose downside risks to the outlook. That said, a more

accommodative monetary policy should soften the blow. Our panelists project

GDP to fall 7.8% in FY 2020, which is down 2.8 percentage points from last

month’s forecast, and increase 8.8% in FY 2021.

GDP plunged at the sharpest pace on record in Q2 as lockdown measures

decimated economic activity. Plummeting household spending and freefalling

fixed investment led the downturn amid a spike in the unemployment rate and as

non-essential businesses were forced to shut. That said, government consumption

accelerated, while a steeper fall in imports led the external sector to positively

contribute to GDP. Turning to Q3, the economy has gained some momentum but

remains depressed due to a soaring number of new Covid-19 cases. Industrial

production shrank at a less severe pace in July, while the services PMI gained

some traction in August, although still signaled a deterioration in the services

sector. On a brighter note, the manufacturing PMI rebounded in August,

suggesting an expansion in activity. In the external arena, however, the decline in

merchandise exports worsened in the same month, hinting at frail foreign demand.
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THE NOT SO HYPE ECONOMY

The air today is more of melancholy, comprising the willingness to rise back and fight

with the world. As we know the Great Recession was the most severe economic and

financial meltdown since the Great Depression. The current situation feels more into the

combination of both and challenging to overcome this downfall. The shaken stability has

not only drowned the poor but also the rich at some parameters. Keeping this in mind, the

acquisitions and growing investment of Reliance Industry towards various diversified

sectors and accumulating the liquidity up to some extent. This shows not everyone is poor

in this so-called impecunious country. These private firms invest less in the nation then in

their own wealth. Never the less, the vaccine for the corona virus is not yet brought into

the picture, but the supply of these vaccines is guaranteed by the private firms. This

relieves the corner tension of people and community as a whole. Also, a good reputation

of these big companies turns to be amiable.

As a whole the multi-billion-dollar companies can congregate and bring a swingeing

change to the economy as a whole, not only in the current situation but also for the long-

term goals, vision, mission of the nation. This will revamp the economy as well as the

companies will have a wider edge towards the volume and knowledge. Then a strong

leadership can ride the nation to more than expected achievements. The GDP would not

have been hit this bad.

In a recent post on LinkedIn, Mr. Raghuram Rajan – the former RBI governor, said that

India’s economy had fared worse than that of America and Italy – two developed

countries which have been severely hit by the coronavirus crisis. The contraction in India

is probably be worse when we get the estimates of the damage in the informal sector.

People on individual level should also try to lift themselves, as we know the spending in

India turned weak as this coronavirus has brought us under control. This crisis is still

raging in our country, so discretionary spending, especially on high contact services like

hotels, and the associate employment, will stay low until the virus is contained. Here,

government provided relief becomes all the more important.



These reliefs if not provided, the households skip meals, pull their children out of the schools

and send them to work or beg, pledge their gold, EMIs and rent arrears pile up. Some small

and medium firms will close down permanently. The government should spend resources

cleverly. Also, the uptick in certain sectors like the automobiles was not proof of a V-

shaped recovery. This shows pent-up demand, which will fade as we go down to the true

level of demand. This is how a big bubble is formed and bursts with unexpected outcomes.

A strong decision with strong leadership can still rise the world the way it had lost. One

right decision towards industry its supply chain, international trades will lead to the growth

of GDP, which directly or indirectly will develop every individual and lives. Focusing on

politics will not work, rather concentration on start-ups, MNCs, rebound of the existing

megacorp will bring the economy back to grind. This will plunge the money, resources and

necessity circulation in the world.

PRATIKSHA SALIAN. (SYMMS – B) (159)

“It’s a recession when your neighbor loses his job; it’s a depression when 

you lose your own.”

-Harry S. Truman



Guest Lectures
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1) Dr. Chintan Vora

2)  Mr. Arpit Shrivastava

3)  Mr. Hitesh Kaiser



Dr. Chintan Vora, an alumnus from IIM
Calcutta, who has associated with ICICI
Bank, HSBC and ICICI Direct in the field of
advisory and strategic management, took a
guest lecture on SEBI’s revised rules which
came into effect from September 01, 2020.
Change is the only constant, by eliminating the
previous roles SEBI made a way for the news
ones. As we already know the roles of SEBI,
which includes

Create-→ Maintain → Destroy → 
Protect

Create : Rules and Regulations related to 
stock market.

Maintain: Development of markets, licenses 
and Educate.

Destroy: Frauds and Malpractices.
Protect: Investor’s interest.

SEBI’S REVISED RULES

Protecting investor’s interest is the primary reason behind the formation of

SEBI. In November 2019, SEBI banned Karvy Stock Broking Ltd over client

defaults worth Rs 2,000 crore. It sold client securities in market via entities

and used the funds for its own purposes. Karvy was banned from taking on

new clients and executing trading for existing customers. This was among

one of the reason why SEBI had to introduce new rules in the market. The

new rules mandate that when the shares are pledged , they will continue to

remain in your demat account and they can be be directly pledged to the

clearing corporation instead of the earlier practice where stocks used to

move to broker’s demat account.

Changes for 
investors 

Upfront margin requirement for buying and selling securities.

Higher margin for buying securities.

No new trades with notional profits.

Release of the margin from cash segment only at settlement.

Changes for 
broker

Separate accounts to transfer the securities or to un-pledge 
the securities to the clearing  corporation through consent 
from clients.



Some strategy changes for investor
Investors will invest and sell only part of the amount

and wait for next opportunity. This will improve

discipline.

Investors may shift to full time brokers from discount

brokers if the brokerage difference is too less

Take positional calls.



Mr. Arpit Shrivastava

An alumnus of our college and currently managing the Risk Advisory team of Ernst &

Young. He is SME in Market Risk, Model Validation & Front office trading systems

with rich experience in regulatory reporting. He has started his career with Nomura

and was associated with 2 leading Big 4 firms in the span of 5.5 years of his work

experience ,he has worked with JPMC, CS, Morgan Stanley, FAB and SAMA as part

of various projects. He covered our syllabus’ following topics :

1. Introduction of VaR

2. Efficacy in the Subprime crisis.

3. Types of VaR(Historical, Monte Carlo with working example of Historical in excel

template).

4. Evolution of VaR post subprime crisis, present industry application (Expected

Shortfall).

5. Q&A post every topic.

Sir was very interactively holding the session. He was showing his own trading

account and transactions and was explaining through that. Great session and great

learning as a whole!

We really loved the session of Hitesh Kaiser Sir. We really liked that he had examples

for each and every point. Loved that he covered almost the whole syllabus with his

experienced examples. It would be an immense pleasure for us to have him again so

that we can learn about regulations with the real-life examples.

Got a validation of all the concept which we learned during the course and also about

my understanding about the topic , I'd like to have such session in the future and

would love if the guest lecturer offer some insights about how the real world actually

works ,also a lot of time was spent on clearing the basic understanding of the topic

which was not needed as we have learnt them in our course.

So, he started with bonds market, explained some technical areas, then he covered

some major concepts like face value then he also explained a bit of options and

trading. Sir was explaining bonds, options and how they are traded. Also, he was

obtaining students’ opinions and how we are understanding. Even he took some great

examples and kept the audience alive.

He even asked our opinion and gave his point of view too.



Mr. Hitesh Kaiser

We really loved the session of Hitesh Kaiser Sir. We really liked that he had examples

for each and every point. Loved that he covered almost the whole syllabus with his

experienced examples. It would be an immense pleasure for us to have him again so

that we can learn about regulations with the real-life examples. Sir was explaining

bonds, options and how they are traded. Also, he was obtaining students’ opinions and

how we are understanding. Even he took some great examples and kept the audience

alive. He even asked our opinion and gave his point of view too. It was a great session,

got a validation of all the concept which we learned during the course and also about

my understanding about the topic , I'd like to have such session in the future and would

love if the guest lecturer offer some insights about how the real world actually works

,also a lot of time was spent on clearing the basic understanding of the topic which was

not needed as we have learnt them in our course. So, he started with bonds market,

explained some technical areas, then he covered some major concepts like face value

then he also explained a bit of options and trading. Finally, he took some questions.
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Banks need Artificial Intelligence for corporate lending: 

Krishnamurthy Subramanian, Chief Economic Advisor

Indian banking sector needs to use emerging technologies such as Artificial

Intelligence (AI) and machine learning for corporate loans for quality lending,

Chief Economic Advisor Krishnamurthy Subramanian said on Thursday.

Speaking at a virtual summit organised by Intel and Indian School of Business,

he said lending to MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) in the

country has remained stagnant for the last 15 years indicating that banks have

not developed models to actively lend to the sector. "So, the Indian banking

sector can really benefit from implementing this (AI and machine learning)

especially in the context of corporate lending...And evidence shows that when

the better models are employed, banks that employ such models are able to

grow their balance-sheets in a very robust manner without suffering quality

issues. This is a very important opportunity," he said.



Increased digital adoption by Indian lenders would lead to higher return ratios

in the next few years. In its forecast Morgan Stanley has said that banks could

see a rise of atleast 20 basis points in their return on equity, if the digital drive

continues at the current pace. The forecast reflects faster growth in retail and

SME segments, increased cross-sell and faster product delivery and better risk-

adjusted returns given greater data availability. Morgan Stanley believes that

the stronger Indian banks are well placed to manage the increasing competition

from the fintechs. “We forecast digitalisation will further add 20bps to Indian

banks' ROE by 2025, with a gap of nearly 400bps between the digital leaders

and the slow adopters,” Morgan Stanley said in a report. “Cost ratios for India

are much higher relative to the region, and a faster pace of digitalisation can

further help improve productivity.”

Digital adoption will improve return on 

equity for Indian banks: Morgan Stanley



Digital payments soar manifold 

in 5 years to FY20: RBI

Concerted efforts by the Reserve Bank to move to a non/less-cash economy

by pushing digital payments have begun to pay rich dividends as the

volume of such payments has jumped manifold in the past five years, the

latest data from the central bank showed. Between 2015-16 and 2019-20,

digital payments have grown at a compounded annual growth rate of 55.1

per cent - from 593.61 crore in the year to March 2016 to 3,434.56 crore in

the year to March 2020. In absolute terms, value has grown from Rs 920.38

lakh crore to Rs 1,623.05 lakh crore during this period, clipping at an

annual compounded rate of 15.2 per cent.



The merger of 10 state-run banks into four came into effect on 1st

April amid the lockdown as a part of government’s consolidation

plan. The move aimed to create bigger size stronger banks in the

public sector. The amalgamation of 10 PSBs into four Banks

include: (i) United Bank of India and Oriental Bank of Commerce

(OBC) into Punjab National Bank (PNB) (ii) Syndicate Bank into

Canara Bank (iii) Corporation Bank and Andhra Bank into Union

Bank of India (iv) Allahabad Bank into Indian Bank. The customers

of the merging banks will be treated as customers of the banks in

which these banks have been merged. The major objective of the

merger is to achieve India's vision to make a $5 trillion economy

and it will reduce the lending cost and enhance the capacity in order

to increase credit. It will also improve the ability to raise market

resources.

Merger of 10 state-run banks 

to come into force from April 1: RBI



India receives highest ever FDI in Apr-Aug 

FY21: Government

For the financial year 2020-21, during April to August, total FDI

inflow of US$ 35.73 billion is received, the ministry of commerce

stated. It is the highest ever for first 5 months of a financial year and

13% higher as compared to first five months of 2019-20 (US$ 31.60

billion). FDI equity inflow received during F.Y. 2020-21 (April to

August, 2020) is US$ 27.10 billion. It is also the highest ever for first 5

months of a financial year and 16% more compared to first five months

of 2019-20 (US$ 23.35 billion). Total FDI inflow grew by 55%, i.e.

from US$ 231.37 billion in 2008-14 to US$ 358.29 billion in 2014-20.

FDI equity inflow also increased by 57% from US$ 160.46 billion

during 2008-14 to US$ 252.42 billion (2014-20).



Market Wrap Up: The benchmarks indices ended with strong gains. The S&P

BSE Sensex, jumped 448.62 points or 1.12% to 40,431.60. The Nifty 50 index added

110.60 points or 0.94% to 11,873.05. The BSE Mid-Cap index rose 0.58% and the

BSE Small-Cap index gained 0.43%.

Derivative Watch: Nifty October series futures witnessed an unwinding of long

position. Open Interest has been decreased by 624 contracts at the end of the day.

Long position build up for the October series has been witnessed in LT, SBIN, ICICI

BANK. Short position build up for the October series has been witnessed in

BHARTIARTL.

Corporate News: Oberoi Realty posted consolidated net sales at Rs 316.06 crore in

September 2020. Rallis India On a sequential basis, Rallis recorded a growth in sales

of 9.4% at Rs,725 crore. Aurobindo Pharma has entered into an agreement to acquire

100% equity share capital of (MViyeS). Power Finance Corporation Ltd has

sanctioned Rs2790cr to (JKPCL) for clearing its outstanding dues.

Global News: China's gross domestic product grew 4.9%. China's retail sales

expanded 3.3% in September after posting a marginal 0.5% increase in August.

Industrial production advanced 6.9% annually, following a 5.6% rise a quarter ago.

China's unemployment rate dropped to 5.4% in September from 5.6% a month ago.

Economic News: Crude Oil traded at US$ 41.03/ bbl. INR weakened to Rs. 73.37

from Rs. 73.34 against each US$ resulting in daily change of 0.04%. Finance Minister

Nirmala Sitharaman exhorted (CPSEs) to achieve by December 75 per cent of their

planned (capex) target for 2020-21, to support economic growth hit by the COVID-19

crisis.

MARKET UPDATE OCTOBER,2020



Get a modern  

PowerPoint  

Presentation that is  

beautifully designed. 

I  hope and I believe 

that  this Template 

will your  Time. You 

can simply  impress 

your audience  and 

add a unique zing  

and appeal to your  

Reports.
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Workshop on Entrepreneurial 

Finance And Business Plan

Business Incubator Cell, VESIM organized on 10th March, 2018 a workshop

on Entrepreneurial Finance & Business Plan. Mr. Vikrant Potnis, a Venture

Capital Professional at Bennett Coleman and Co. Ltd., was the speaker for

the workshop. The workshop was open for the students across all the VES

Institutes.
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Winners! and Runners-Up at Durga Saraf

Institute of Management

VESIM students participated in Financia’19, the annual flagship event

organised by DSIMS (Durgadevi Saraf Institute of Management Studies)

held on 8th February, 2019. The event received participation from top b-

schools of Mumbai – JBIMS, Welingkar, Aditya Institute of Management,

St. Francis Institute of Management, etc. All the teams actively participated

in all the competitions of Financia – Mock Stock, Finopoly, XL Ninja &

Word Gamble.

Team from VESIM Business School won First prize in Word Gamble &

Second prize in XL Ninja.

Congratulations! to Participant

1) Rohit Pursnani – IInd Year MMS

2) Pawan Dhanwani – IInd Year MMS
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Finance Quiz 

Competition 

WINNER TEAMS 

BATCH 2019-21
FINANCE QUIZ 

COMPETITION 2020

1ST TEAM

KRUSHNA PEDNEKAR | PGDM

SHUBHAM PRAJAPATI | PGDM 

2ND TEAM 

SNEHA MULCHANDANI | MMS 

HARSHA MULCHANDANI | MMS

3RD TEAM 

KAJAL GAIKWAD | MMS 

TUSHAR HAWALE | MMS 

VESIM students participated

in finance quiz competition,

organized by VESIM students

and faculty held on 13th

march, 2020. The event

received participation from all

students of finance

specialization. All the teams

actively participated in all the

competitions and in all the

rounds.
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SCINTILLATIONS E-SUMMIT 2020

VESIM believes in encouraging our students in understanding the new

dynamics of the world. Hence VESIM's Business Incubation Cell conducted

an E-Summit "SCINTILLATIONS 2020" on Saturday, 29th February, 2020

wherein there was a workshop on Fundraising, Panel discussion on FinTech

followed by a workshop on Blockchain. We had hosted eminent dignitaries

like Mr. Shrirang Tambe, Mr. Ravikant Agrawal, Mr. Abhimanyu Kashyap

and Mr. Ram Shriram for the same. The workshop was encouraged by

enthusiast students who attended in large numbers (about 250). It was mere

pleasure to host such an event and we would like to extend our gratitute

towards the Speakers for joining us on that day.
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This document has been prepared by the students of VESIM and is meant

for sole use by the recipient and not for wide circulation. The information

contained herein is from sources believed reliable. We do not represent

that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such.

This document is prepared for students’ knowledge enhancement only

and is not intended to be and must not alone be taken as the basis for an

investment decision. All articles written are the author’s own

interpretation of facts and figures and VESIM shall not be responsible for

any loss or liability incurred to the user as a consequence of his or any

other person on his behalf taking any investment decisions based on the

information, recommendations, research reports, analysis, quotes, etc. as

provided in the news -letter.
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